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...So let's start at the end, instead of wasting time.
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The story involves the journey from the bottom to the top, and it's all those things you'd expect on the way here. Except
one thing, that you might have been looking for. I can tell the rest another day, because it's my story.
Science is a joke here. People are not whom they seem to be. Same old shit you'd see on a soap opera.
Because stories are just stories, like characters twisted 'till they are nothing but parodies of themselves. Those who
support one or another will say the protagonist is just wrong, and blames everyone because he did some wrong Whatever. It's not really important what the supporting characters say.
It's what I know. It's what you see. That's that.
I'm not doing this for the same reason you are. I do this as a favor to myself. To make up for the suffering in me and
everyone else who I touched with my endless fucking explanations for feeling shitty, broken and spiteful, despite
having everything.
The bliss of doing what's right is my reward, and not yours to partake in.

My name is Martin Berkhan and I work as
a nutritional consultant, magazine writer
and personal trainer.
Welcome to the Internet's leading
resource on intermittent fasting and all
things related.
This site is best viewed with GOOGLE
CHROME. Internet Explorer has been
known to cause loading issues or just
act crazy in general.
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This is my battle, so stay out if you're too dumb and useless to understand it.
I don't debate or talk it out.
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Lyle McDonald and I have a past. It needs to be clarified who was right and who was wrong.
I have the perfect guy for this. Someone to really hammer home the point.
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Alan The Diplomat

FOLLOWERS
I was surprised at first. Was he blind? Was I misrepresenting and lying here?
Just confused and disappointed.
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A mad dog has to be put down. I did not say he had small arms (?) and was a bad skater. I don't know where he
found me in all his stories.

Dear Lyle,
Lyle, like you dodged me then, so I spit on you now. I can only hope you rot in Hell with your family of perversions
holding you occupied with the idea you instilled of me there. I sincerely hope Alkanphel lives out his life with two limbs
lost, and gets to hear your drivel till you die together. The others - they're just sad people who worship such a foul
piece of shit.
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Lyle, everyone despises you in real life. You are a joke everywhere now.
You try to hurt me every way you can. I sacrificed so much, did everything according to the rule book, and yet you defile
that with your vile ego for nothing. I guess you didn't like the fact that I wasn't corrupted like you? Perhaps. We both
knew I was better. I kept my mouth shut about that. Your work was the result of theory, not practice, and the result was
thereafter.
I didn't do wrong. You made it seem so to others. I felt like there were no values after all, so why try to have them? I
did. Now I never sacrifice for some fucking worthless crowd called a following. You were right. People are quite
worthless. It's no excuse.
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I hope you burn in Hell.

Alan,
I can't thank you. You need to apologise. Not to me.
You are the most spineless man I have ever seen or known. You can't keep yourself out of this one, but no worries,
you're not fucking relevant. No one cares about you. No one that knows better.
Sounds harsh? You do it for kicks, I do it because it's what's right.

Razwell is thoughtful. I simply can't express myself. It's amazing stuff.
Will you ever realise that you are debating a troll? For God's sake. He's a legendary troll. Am I actually seeing this?
And then you talk back to some runt strutting around with my articles in his back-pocket, trying to produce something
fittingly pretentious, yet blatantly obvious?
Alan, you haven't progressed - you've regressed. In actual worth, your character is a shameless slave to your illusion,
in which you are debating and contributing useful data all day long. Career over everything. Completely consumed.
You seem lucky there. Good bye.

P.S.

Do you know know how I loathed that place for being so pathetic? They needed you to translate I was ok? I can't
express myself.
Still today. From the day 'you dragged me from the pummeled shape of Skip to now, you will win. You are nice.
But we will both know deep inside who it was - you or me - who did any "science" here. Who did any "fighting" for
something. Who knows shit.
You did nothing. I loathe you for having such mind-gobbling pretensions, yet being so fully inept.
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